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Transferred Ninjas
Chapter one

I was walking to the first class of the day when my teacher stopped me in the hallway. “Morgan you
have a different schedule now. You now go to room 301 and you stay in that class for the whole day for
the rest of the school year. So hurry along or you’ll be late,” she said quickly. “Yes ma’am,” I said
thanking her as I walked to room 301. At the other end of the hallway my boyfriend, Alexander Birchfield
(but everyone calls him Alex or Birchfield), was running towards me with a huge grin on his face. We
both stopped at room 301 and we stared at the door for a little bit, then Alex started talking. “Well at
least we have this class together, so we’ll be able to see each other more,” he said happily but there
was a hint of fear in his voice. “Yeah but why did we get changed to this class on the second week of
school? Did they find out about the fight that I had with Cody on the bus,” I said starting to panic. “Well,
let’s go in we’re already late as it is,” he said. He was right, class started at 8:00 and it was almost
8:05. We both knocked on the door at the same time and a boy about 2 or 3 years older than us
answered the door. He was tall and he had pale blue skin. His hair was a bit spiked and it was a dark
navy blue color. He also had 3 black lines under each eye and they looked like gills. “Who is it Kisame,”
a voice said flatly. “It’s a boy and a girl and they look about 13. Are they the two students that you
marked absent,” the boy obviously named Kisame asked. “Probably, let them in,” the voice spoke
again. I guessed that it was the teacher since it was telling Kisame what to do. Kisame stepped out of
the way letting us in, the room was filled with boys older than us, they looked old enough to be in high
school. “You’re late. Where have you been,” someone asked flatly. Our attention was directed to a
man with long black hair pulled back in a low pony tail and he had long bangs that hung down in front of
his face. He had onyx eyes and a black mark under each eye. “S-sorry, I got lost trying to find the
room,” I stuttered. My new teacher looked kind of cute, and I stuttered right in front of him, I felt so
embarrassed.. “My teacher came in late so I didn’t know to come here a minute ago,” Alex explained.
“Ok, I’ll let it slide this time, but next time you will be punished, understand,” he said harshly. “Y-yes
sir,” I replied shyly. “Ok,” Alex said like it was nothing, he was used to getting yelled at. “Good, now I
will introduce myself. My name is Itachi Uchiha and I am your teacher from now on,” Itachi said calmly
and swiftly. “Nice to meet you Mr.Uchiha,” I said smiling. “No, don’t call me Mr.Uchiha, I hate it. Just
call me Itachi,” he said sternly. “Y-yes s-sir,” I said starting to shiver with fright. “It’s ok, stop shivering,
it’s only our first time here so this is probably his bad side,” Alex said in a comforting tone. “No, this is
his good side, you don’t want to see him in a bad mood,” Kisame said with a smirk on his face. “Shut it
Kisame,” Itachi shouted throwing a sharp, knife-like object at him. “Look out,” I shouted as I ran to him.
I got there just in time and I was able to grab the knife thing before it got to Kisame. “Whoa. Do it
again,” a boy in an orange, spiral mask cheered. I noticed that he was wearing the same thing that
Kisame was, in fact, they all were, even Itachi was. Did they have to wear uniforms in the class? The
clothes that they were wearing was a black robe0like jacket with red clouds and a high collar. And they
were wearing black, baggy pants. They also had some type of headband on their head or neck, but most
of them had it around their forehead. I looked back at Itachi and when our eyes met his mouth dropped
open. “What’s wrong Itachi? Why are you staring at, OMG,” Kisame exclaimed sounding alarmed. I
started to panic. I looked at Alex, he nodded his head yes and I knew it was happening again.
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Chapter review: I started to panic. I looked at Alex, he nodded his head yes and I knew it was happening
again.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Chapter two

My once brown eyes were turning red with black markings, my body started to change, painfully.
Hedgehog-like ears folded out of my head, bat-like wings shot out of my back, 2 long, curved spikes
sprouted out of each hand and a long, zig-zagged tail grew behind me (which was very uncomfortable).
My clothes were torn and my body was shaking from the pain, my mouth felt weird so I felt my teeth,
they were now sharp fangs. I knew that I was a monster but I didn’t think it was this bad. I looked up at
Itachi and Kisame, Itachi just stood there with his mouth open and Kisame looked freaked out. I turned
around and looked at my other classmates, they all gasped, a few of them jumped, some started to lean
forward, fascinated, but the guy in the orange mask just sat there, staring at me. I was standing right in
front of him, I couldn’t tell if he was scared or not. Finally he leaned forward and whispered,” That was
cool, can you do it again?” I smiled, trying to hide my teeth. I gave Alex ‘The Look’ and he nodded, I
walked over to him and he closed his eyes and I closed mine. I took my hand and placed it on the top of
his head. When I took my hand off his head he fell to the floor and curled into a ball. Squirrel ears started
to form on his head and a squirrel tail sprouted and it was getting bushier every second. His teeth were
turning into fangs too and when the transformation was finished he had fangs, squirrel ears, and a
squirrel tail. We were in our demon forms, Alex’s demon was the fanged squirrel Sesoro, and my
demon was the winged hedgehog Kakichi. “OMG. They’ve got demons and they’ve somewhat turned
into their demons,” Kisame said astounded. “You think we’re weird don’t you? Everyone thinks we
are, except the teachers,” I said a little surprised that he didn’t find us weird. “No, he probably hates us
now. Everyone who found out about my demon hated me because of it,”Alex said petting his tail
depressed. “No, I want to be your friend and get to know you better. That is if it’s ok with you guys,”
Kisame said happily. “It’s just because of our demons isn’t it,” we asked him. “Uh.........yes,” he said
sounding ashamed. “Then it’s ok with us,” I said happily. “Ok anyone else want to get to know them,”
Itachi asked the class. Everyone except two people raised their hands. The two people that didn’t raise
their hands was a guy with red spiked hair and a guy with green piked hair and what looked like a plant
was growing out of his head. He looked like a venus flytrap. Then the interviews began, my first partner
was the guy in the orange, spiral mask. Alex’s partner was a boy with long blonde hair pulled high in a
ponytail and half his face was covered with his bangs. “What’s you name,” I asked the boy. “Tobi.
What’s your’s,” Tobi asked. “Morgan. So what do you like to do,” I questioned him. “Tobi likes to copy
Zetsu,” he replied. “Who’s Zetsu?” “The guy that looks like a plant,” he said pointing to the green
haired boy,” What do you like to do?” “I like to hang out with my friends, talk about art and I also like to
torture people in various ways,” I said grinning evilly showing many sharp teeth. “Can Tobi touch one of
your wings,” Tobi asked. “Yeah, sure, go ahead.” I expanded my wings to their fall length so each wing
was about 5 feet long. Tobi got behind me and ran his finger along the outside of my wing causing me to
shiver. “What’s wrong,” Tobi questioned. “You tickled me,” I answered and I felt his finger run along
the inside of my wing. I looked over at Alex and he finally had his eyes open, they were as white as



snow. The blonde boy looked aggravated and they seemed to be arguing. I snapped my wings shut
making Tobi jump and I walked over to them to see what was happening. The closer I got the better I
could hear them. “Eternal beauty,” Alex yelled. “Bang,” the blonde boy shouted. “Eternal beauty!”
“Bang!” “Boys cut it out,” I screamed making them fall backwards in their seats,” What are you fighting
about!” “Art,” they both said ashamed. “Really, why,” I asked them. “Alex thinks that art has to have
eternal beauty,” the blonde boy replied. “Deidara thinks that art has to have bang,” Alex said grumpily.
“I agree with Deidara, his type of art reminds me of explosives. I like to blow things up,” I said evilly. “I
like to make clay figures explode,”Deidara replied smiling. “I like him, he likes to mess around with
explosives and he likes art,” I said now standing in from of Deidara. Tobi walked up to me and asked,”
Did Tobi hurt you? Is Tobi a bad boy?” “No Tobi, you didn’t hurt me. You are a good boy,” I said
smiling at him. Tobi rushed into me giving me a tight hug, my eyes grew wide and I started to blush
lightly. When he let go he skipped back to his seat next to Zetsu. Then there was a knock at the door.
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Chapter review: Tobi rushed into me giving me a tight hug, my eyes grew wide and I started to blush
lightly. When he let go he skipped back to his seat next to Zestu. Then there was a knock at the door.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Chapter three

Kisame told me and Alex to hide so we ran and sat down. Deidara gave me his cloak to hide my wings
and tail, he was wearing a black t-shirt that said ‘I LOVE ART’ in lime-green letters. Tobi gave Alex his
cloak to hide his tail, Tobi was wearing a shirt with orange and black smiley faces all over it. Luckily we
blended right in. Kisame answered the door and there were two people standing there about my age. I
recognized them right away, they were my friends Jonna and Tyler, two of my only friends that accepted
me for who I am. “About time you two got here! Find a seat and sit down,” Itachi commanded harshly.
“Yes sir,” they said hurriedly searching for a seat. Jonna found a seat between me and Zetsu and Tyler
found a seat next to Alex but behind Kisame. Zetsu raised his hand high in the air, where it stayed for
about 2 minutes. “What is it zetsu,” Itachi asked sounding annoyed. “I’m hungry,” Zetsu answered
calmly. “Didn’t you eat already,”Itachi questioned him. “Yes but it was unbelievably small,” he said
with a smirk on his face. “Fine, go to the park and find something,” Itachi said with a sigh. “Itachi,
Tobi’s hungry too,” Tobi whined. “Alright I give-up. We’re all going to the park,” Itachi shouted angrily.
“Yay, play time,” Tobi cheered. “Torture time,” Deidara whispered to me and an evil look appeared on
my face. Then I remembered the red-haired boy, I still didn’t know his name. “Deidara, who’s the
red-haired boy,” I asked. “That’s Sasori. Alex and Sasori would get along pretty good if they would talk
to each other, they both like the same type of art,” Deidara whispered back. “Ok, everyone stop talking
and let’s go,” Itachi said walking to the door. We all slowly stood up and followed him downstairs (we
were on the second floor), out the door and we stopped in the parking area by the sign that said
‘Barboursville Middle School’. “Cover the animal ears and Morgan, keep your hands inside the cloak to
hide the spikes on your hands,” Itachi instructed. Deidara helped me hide my ears with my long black
hair (it was brown) and he helped me keep my ears pinned down using some of the clay that he carries
around to form hair clips and clipped them into my hair. Kisame helped Alex hide his ears by using a
headband to go around his forehead and curve down to cover his ears. And to hide our fangs all we had
to do is keep our mouths hidden within the cloaks’ giant collar that stopped at our noses. After that we
finally departed for the park, the small class passed several houses and alleys until we made it to a sign
that said ‘Barboursville Park’. Kisame went straight to the pond to scare all of the fishermen, Zetsu
went to the bicycle trail, Tobi followed Zetsu, Itachi jumped into a tree to rest, Sasori, Alex, and Jonna
sat in the picnic shelter, Tyler walked around the track, and Deidara and I went to the playground to
torture the kids that played there. Deidara made little clay figures and placed them in various places; one
by the swings, one at each staircase, and one by each slide. I placed firecrackers on each, individual
step, at the bottom of each slide, and I taped a firecracker on the bottom of each swing. We both jumped
into the nearest tree and waited for someone to come. “Hey, look at Kisame. Hurry,” Deidara whispered
to me. I turned around and searched the pond for Kisame, but I couldn’t see him. “Where is he, I can’t
find him,” I whispered back. “He’s in the pond. You see that old man sitting on that rock?” “Yep.”
“Watch, and take in every detail that you see.” I sat there, staring at the old man. I saw something in the



water move, theni could see Kisame’s hair pop up above the water and it looked like a shark’s fin. It
started going around in tiny circles, the old man watched his hair carefully, then it disappeared within the
murky water. The man stared in the same spot for a while, then Kisame jumped out of the still water,
sharp teeth was showing and his hands looked like claws, the marks under his eyes seemed to be
moving. The man jerked backwards and ran to the bicycle trail where Zetsu poked his head out of the
bushes and scared the man even more. He was caught in between Kisame and Zetsu. I could tell that
he was scared to death, he stood there shaking, terrified. Zetsu dashed towards the man, then Deidara
got in my face, I tried to push him aside but he wouldn’t move. “You don’t want to see this.” I didn’t
listen to him, I looked over his shoulder to see what was happening. I heard the man scream and I saw
the top half of his body was inside of Zetsu’s mouth and there was blood everywhere. The color drained
from my face and I was a ghostly white color. My head started to spin and my vision blurred, my hearing
was fading as well. My body wasn’t responding correctly, I lost my balance and I fell out of the tree. My
vision was gone and my hearing was gone, I felt strong arms catch me but I couldn’t see who it was.
Someone was holding my hand and I couldn’t tell hand it was, the only thing I could tell was that it was
too big to be Alex’s hand. Then, I fainted.

Deidara’s point of view
Zetsu rushed towards the man and I finally realized what they were doing. I moved in front of Morgan to
block her view, “You don’t want to see this,” I told her. She didn’t listen to me and she looked over my
shoulder. She turned a deadly white color and she started to sway back and forth slightly. She fell out of
the tree, I tried to catch her but I wasn’t fast enough. I thought she was going to hit the ground but
Sasori caught her just before she did. I sighed in releif as I jumped down to see how she was. Just then,
Tobi appeared out of nowhere and ran over to Sasori and Morgan, he took her hand and just stood there
staring at her. I walked over next to him and looked into the terrified girl’s eyes, they were full of fear.
“She fainted,” Sasori told us. Her eyes were still wide open, I took my hand and lightly forced her eyes
shut. We walked towards the shelter, as soon as Alex saw the unconscious girl in Sasori’s arms he ran
over and offered to take her from Sasori, but Sasori just kept walking to the shelter. He set Morgan down
on one of the picnic tables and sat down next to her, Tobi sat on the other side of her and held her hand
once again, I sat down next to Sasori and set my hand on Morgan’s. Kisame and Tyler noticed all of us
together and came over to see what was wrong, they found Morgan unconscious and my hand on her’s.
“What happened amd why are you holding her hand,” Kisame asked. “Zetsu,” I said quickly taking my
hand away from her’s. Zetsu himself eventually walked over unnoticed by everyone, even Tobi, who
never misses him, didn’t notice him. Morgan’s hand started to twitch and she was starting to wake up.

Morgan’s P.O.V.
I felt someone holding my hand still and I felt the presence of many people. I slowly opened my eyes
and I saw Kisame’s head directly above mine. Slowly I started to sit up, Tobi sat next to me holding my
hand with both of his hands. Alex was next to Tobi, Jonna ans Tyler at my feet, Kisame was behind me,
Sasori was straight across from Tobi, and Deidara was directly across from Alexand someone who I
hoped wasn’t going to bo there was towering over Deidara and Sasori, Zetsu. I felt myself go pale again
and I did something that I normaly wouldn’t do....... I screamed and ran away.

A/N: just in case you don't know, for me P.O.V. means Point Of View. ok. well not much to type here, so
see everyone who reads this later.
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Chapter review: I felt myself go pale again and I did something that I normally wouldn’t do........ I
screamed and ran away.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Chapter 4

Itachi saw everything, he chased after me with Deidara leaving the others behind. They quickly caught
up to me, Itachi pinned me down on the ground and I started to panic, doing my best to get Itachi off of
me so I could run farther away from Zetsu. Deidara took both of my hands and looked me in the eye
saying, “It’s ok. Everything’s going to be alright. Zetsu’s not going to get you, I won’t let him.” I
calmed down, I stopped struggling and stopped panicking. Itacki let me up and Deidara was still holding
my hands. I stared into his eyes and I started to feel tears run down my face, he pulled me closer to him
and gave me a huglike Tobi did but this time I hugged Deidara back with tears dripping silently off my
face. We heard someone coming and we separated quickly. I thought it was Zetsu so I held onto
Deidara’s arm, but Zetsu didn’t come out of the bushes, instead it was Tyler. “Itachi, come with me
back to the shelter,” Tyler said urgently. “Why, what’s wrong,” Itachi asked calmly. “It’s Zetsu,” Tyler
panicked. “Alex,” I shouted as I released Deidara’s arm and dashed toward the shelter. “Morgan,
wait,” Deidara cried chasing after me. When I got to the shelter there was blood all over the tables and
the floor. Kisame was on the floor unconscious, Sasori was protecting Jonna, and Tobi was nowhere to
be seen. Alex was missing too and I started to panic. I felt a hand on my shoulder and I turned around to
see Deidara, Tyler and Itachi. I looked back at the others and I screamed, “STOP FIGHTING!!”
everyone stopped dead in their tracks, even Zetsu stopped and he was now staring at me, all eyes were
in my direction. “Where are Alex and Tobi,” I screeched. “Tobi ran off looking for you,” Sasori
answered. “And Alex is dead,” Zestu said with a grin on his face. I looked down at my feet and tears
filled my eyes once again, I felt Deidara’s hand come off my shoulder. I heard footsteps, they were
coming towards me, I felt arms wrap around me, I was being hugged. I turned my head to see Tobi
pressing his head against my back, he seemed to be crying behind his bright orange mask. “Tobi’s
sorry! Tobi should’ve stayed to help! Tobi’s a bad boy,” he sobbed. “No Tobi you are a good boy.
Don’t apologize. I should apologize to you,” I replied emotionless. I took off the cloak I was wearing and
gave it back to Deidara after I pushed Tobi off of me. I gave Deidara back the clay hair clips and my long
hair moved aside so that my ears poked through. “Good-bye Deidara, thank-you for helping me in my
time of need. Tobi, I’m sorry,” I said walking towards Zetsu. I grabbed the back of his cloak and I
dragged him out of the shelter and into the field. “Ok Zetsu, we’re going to fight to the death,” I
mumbled, my eyes were full of anger and hatred. “Fine with me, you just made the worst mistake and it
just cost you your life,” Zetsu replied with content in his voice. The battle started and we both had the
instinct to kill.
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Chapter review: “Ok Zetsu, we’re going to fight to the death,” I mumbled, my eyes were filled with
anger and hatred. “Fine with me, you just made the worst mistake and it just cost you your life,” Zetsu
replied with content in his voice. The battle started and we both had the instinct to kill.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Chapter 5

Zestu made the first move, he dashed forward and tried to grab my arm, I dodged at the last minute and
I slammed my foot into his back making him fall to the ground. I took the spikes on my hands and I
started to rip him apart. I made several deep gashes into his back, many small cuts on each arm, and I
carved two straight lines going diagnol across his face. As I delt the final blow I felt a tear make it’s way
down my face, and I drove my hand through his chest. I stood up straight and I looked at Tobi, he was
shaking. He ran over to Zetsu’s dead body and fell to his knees, I could hear him crying under his mask.
“Tobi, I’m so sorry,” I wept as ran off, away from everyone. I found a bench on top of a large hill, my
hand was stained with Zetsu’s blood, I sat down on the bench, hid my face in my hands and wept. I
heard someone coming but I didn’t look up, I didn’t care anymore, the one that I loved was gone, I hurt
one of my friends and I killed a man. Hey, are you ok,” someone asked, it was a male’s voice and he
sounded calm but concerned. I looked up, a boy with shiny black hair and bushy eyebrows was standing
in front of me. He was cute in a weird way and he looked about my age. “Are you hurt,” he asked.
“Physically, no. Emotionally, yes,” I replied. “What happened?” “I don’t want to talk about it.” “Well
can I at least know you’re name?” “My name is Morgan. What’s your’s?” “ My mae is Rock Lee,” he
replied with a smile. There was a long pause and I sat there staring into his big, round eyes, they didn’t
seem to have an actual color, I felt myself blush and I guessed that Lee noticed because he then had a
surprised expression on his face. A man walked out of the bushes beside us and yelled,” Lee! What are
you doing!?” “Guy-sensei! I’m sorry, I know that I should be training, but this girl was crying and I
wanted to help her,” Lee panicked. The man looked almost exactly like Lee but he was older and his
eyes weren’t like Lee’s, he looked stronger too. I still thought that Lee was cute, but the other guy
looked freaky. “Back away from her Lee! She’s in Itachi’s squad,” the man ordered glaring at me.
Tears filled my eyes again. “Why is it that when I think I’ve found a friend they’re forced to stay away
from me because of something that I did or something I can’t help,” I sobbed. A hand was set on each
of my shoulders, I turned around to see Deidara and Tobi standing behind me. “That’s not true, me and
Tobi are still your friends. And we know that we would do the same thing if we were in the same
situation,” Deidara said sitting down next to me. I stared at him with a tiny smile and my eyes were
sparkling. “Tobi would do the same for Zetsu,” Tobi answered, “Plus Tobi knows that you’re stronger
than Tobi.” I swiftly removed Tobi’s mask, kissed him on the cheek and placed his mask back on his
face. “What was that for,” Tobi asked. “Oh, you didn’t like it,” I questioned him. “No, Tobi REALLY
liked it but why did you kiss Tobi,” he asked again. “Because I wanted to,” I finally answered. “Hey!
What abou7t me,” Deidara whined. I scooted closer to Deidara and I pushed his bangs aside so I could
see his other eye, it looked mechanical. I smiled, I placed my lips on his and he turned a bright shade of
red, he seemed to be enjoying the kiss. I could see Lee’s mouth drop open from the corner of my eye,



he seemed to be whispering something but I couldn’t tell what it was. I didn’t care, I was happy.

Lee’s P.O.V.

I was mad at Guy-sensei for not letting me talk to her. I was so close to getting a girlfriend! I saw Morgan
kiss the guy in the mask and I started to get jealous, the blonde boy was getting jealous too. They
started talking but I wasn’t paying attention to what they were saying. Morgan scooted closer to the
blonde haired boy, pushed his bangs to the side and she kissed him right on the lips! “That could’ve
been me,” I whispered to myself. I dropped my head and starred at the ground. I was angry because
Guy-sensei could’ve taken away a chance of a lifetime. “I hope I get another chance,” I kept thinking to
myself.

Morgan’s P.O.V.

Deidara seemed to be REALLY enjoying this because he soon scooted closer to me and he placed his
hadn on my hip. Tobi was VERY jealous and he stormed away, Lee and the guy that yelled at Lee left
too, leaving me and Deidara alone.
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Chapter review: Deidara seemed to be REALLY enjoying this because he soon scooted closer to me
and he placed his hadn on my hip. Tobi was VERY jealous and he stormed away, Lee and the guy that
yelled at Lee left too, leaving me and Deidara alone.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Chapter 6

I wrapped my arms around his neck and stayed in that position for about a minute or two. “Ok you two,
that’s enough.” Itachi walked up to us with everyone following him. I blushed, Deidara blushed too and
we both let go of each other quickly. I felt so embarrassed, my face kept getting redder and I couldn’t
stop it. “You two need to be watched when you’re together,” Kisame teased. “Shut up! It’s not like
you’ve never kissed a girl,” Deidara yelled. “Actually I haven’t,” Kisame said rubbing the back of his
head nervously. I managed to sneak behind Kisame, jump onto his back, careful not to hurt myself with
his sword, and I hung on tight. “Ahhhhhhhhh!!!!! Get her off! She’s gonna kill me,” Kisame screamed,
running around in circles. I lightly kissed him on the cheek and he stopped dead in his tracks, he did not
move, he even stopped breathing. He started to glow a pale pink color. I hopped off his back and walked
back to my spot next to Deidara. Kisame still didn’t move and he still wasn’t breathing. “Well, how was
it,” I asked him. “It was.........pretty good,” he replied, slowly turning his head in my direction. My ear
twitched, I heard people coming, they were coming quickly. “There are people coming this way,” I
whispered to Deidara. I closed my eyes and concentrated, hard. My ear twitched a couple times, I could
hear several feet. “About 15 people, and they’re coming fast,” I continued to whisper. Deidara went to
tell Itachi and I heard them stop. I focused all of my energy and I made my tail, wings and fangs
disappear. “Wow! Deidara look what I did,” I exclaimed. “How did you do that,” he asked me excitedly.
“I don’t know! I just focused really hard and my wings, tail and fangs disappeared. Isn’t this great,” I
sadi wrapping my arms around his neck again. “Yeah, now you have normal teeth,” Deidara said
happily hugging me. I tilted my head upward and whispered, “They’re here. They’re waiting in the
forest, but they’re close. Just pretend that we don’t know that they’re there.” His expression changed
from a happy look to a confused look, then to an extremely happy face. We pulled away and Deidara
walked over to Itachi with a serious face. They started whispering to each other and they seemed to be
arguing. Itachi seemed to be getting mad, but eventually he sighed and nodded. Deidara beat his fists
into the air and ran over to me smiling, he hid one hand in his sleeve and he grabbed my hand with his
other hand. The hand that was in his sleeve popped out and slid a gold ring on my finger, the ring had 2
small, red rubies with a small diamond in between them. I starred at the ring for a minute then I looked
up at Deidara. “Do you like it,” he asked. “It’s beautiful! Who’s it for,” I asked him. “Well.......... if I
asked you to go out with me what would you say,” he questioned blushing the whole time. “I would say
y-yes,” I stuttered in a soft whisper. “Then it’s for you,” Deidara answered stepping closer. I heard the
bushes move and Lee stepped out of them. He looked extremely mad, and he tried to attack Deidara but
I stepped between them and took the attack. I was knocked off my feet by the force and I was at the
edge of a long drop-off, it wasn’t long enough to be called a cliff, but it was far enough to do some
serious damage. I expected to hit the ground but I was hit harder than I thought and I fell off the drop-off
that could possibly kill me in this condition. But instead of hitting the ground I was caught by strong arms



once again. “Sasori, is that you,” I managed to mutter before fainting.
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Sorry people I'm not continueing this story. I just realized that it sucks!!! D: so sorry to the people who
had tuned in but I just can't help it.... I'm ashamed that I wrote this actually... But I am making a different
story though, so I guess just hang in there for a bit until I get a title for it. ^.^' but seriuosly, see ya guys
later. Perry out!
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